
S T R AT E G I C  B R A N D I N G  &  M A R K E T I N G

Brand Strategy  



FINDING CREATIVE WAYS  
TO HELP OUR CLIENTS  
MAKE THE WORLD BETTER.



What is your goal?



No, a bigger one.



What is your biggest,  
most ambitious goal? 

What do you want to achieve?

We want to start from there.



BUT FIRST...

What is strategy?
It is finding the means to achieve your (big) goals with  
the least possible expenditure of effort. We do this 
through marketing strategy, brand strategy, and 
organizational alignment.

What is marketing strategy?
It is understanding who your most natural consumers are 
and how you can communicate your value to them,  
such that they will take voluntary action to your benefit.



What is brand strategy?
Having everyone in your organization and all your 
offers that touch the world effectively express your 
ideal truth.

What is organizational alignment?
Converting your core values into day-to-day behaviors 
across all departments to empower and unleash the 
tremendous autonomous potential of your employees.



So again, what is your goal?



Tronvig Group helps 
organizations achieve their goals.



“Thanks to all our work together and the Brand 
Pyramid, our global marketing finally has a solid 
foundation and direction. We’ve come an amazingly 
long way in the last 5 months!”

 —Cecilia Powell,  
Chief Communications Officer,  

PartnerRe



We do this not by telling you what to do, but by 
guiding you through a process that allows you to put 
your organizational vision and values to work. 

We help you achieve your goals while strengthening 
your essential organizational reason for being. 

We help you be you. Only better.



Along the way, attract more customers, advocates, 
motivate your employees and executives, and reach your 
original goals sooner and with less effort.

Does this sound too good to be true? It isn’t. 

This is the transformational power of strategy applied 
across an organization through the effective use of a 
few relatively simple tools.



“Tronvig Group has helped us think far more clearly 
about targeting and audience segmentation.  
Where we once looked at every marketing challenge 
from only our own vantage point, now we have a 
system that helps us apply the perspective of the 
consumer in each particular case.” 

 —Peggy Martin,  
Senior Director of Design and Communications,  

Lincoln Park Zoo



Who is Tronvig Group?



Tronvig Group is guided by our vision statement: “Finding creative ways to help our 
clients make the world better.” This is not a motto for show. Our brand is deeply 
embedded in the good work of our clients. This is why we exist, why we get up and 
come to work in the morning. To ensure this is ingrained in our culture we have the 
following core values that we believe show through to the outside:

HONESTY Openness, truth 

“I appreciate your candor in an ‘emperor has no clothes’ kind of way, and I think that is the only way to get us out of the 
long-standing rut we have been in when thinking about these things.”  —Executive Manager, Lincoln Park Zoo

EMPATHY Walking in others’ shoes so that we can lead

“You did what no one else could. You saved our website, giving us something both unique in the world and true to who we are.”  
 —Madeline Gins, President, Reversible Destiny Foundation

LEARNING Constantly innovating, improving and creating as a learning organization

“I learned more in the first four hours about my business than I have in the last 8 years of running it.”  
 —Catherine May Saillard, Owner, ICI Restaurant

PASSION Yielding creative excellence 

“I’ve heard a lot of agencies talk about passion. You guys really live it.” 
 —Alizza Punzalan-Randle, Director of Community and Media Relations, Eckerd College

EFFECTIVENESS Measurable results/responsiveness with quality 

“Tronvig Group has the rare ability to always think strategically, but also be able to think that through to effective tactical actions.”  
 —Maya Wiley, Lead Counsel, Mayor Bill De Blasio

COLLABORATION Putting collective success above personal ego 

“Working in collaboration with Tronvig Group is seamless, making our part of the project easier and more powerful. 
Not only that, their contribution allows us to achieve creatively what we would be unable to on our own. The word that 
comes to mind is transcendent.”  —Vincent Fatato, CEO, GreyBox Creative



Tronvig Group has as its core strength a powerful and efficient set of 
diagnostic tools and a strategy formulation and codification process that not only 
defines the organizational strategy but also goes on to build consensus within an 
organization around that strategy. Most importantly, we facilitate the translation of 
that strategy into day-to-day organizational behavior and practice.



How Tronvig Group Helps 
Organizations Like Yours



Our process creates two tools that give you the ability 
to assess the strategic alignment and marketing 
strategy alignment of any tactical activity, be it an ad 
campaign, a website, an educational program, or a 
solicitation letter.
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A Brand Pyramid is a tool for assessing 
the strategic alignment from the vantage 
point of your organizational brand.

A set of Competitive Advantage 
Diagrams clarifies the value delivered 
by your brand as understood from the 
perspective of its consumers.



These two tools provide a 
strategic evaluation framework 
that can be used across your 
organization at all levels.



Diagnostic Workshop





Tronvig Group conducts a workshop with key holders 
of knowledge in your organization. The workshop 
downloads organizational insights from the attendees 
to build a Brand Pyramid that can be effectively 
communicated, understood, and used by anyone inside 
or outside the organization.



1. What (Features & Attributes) 
What are our brand’s tangible assets?   
(Expressed in simple, easy-to-understand language– 
preferably in a single sentence.)

2. How (Functional Benefits) 
How does our brand deliver value or provide tangible 
benefits to our consumer differently from others?

3. Why (Emotional Benefits) 
Why does the consumer care?  
(The emotional drivers of behavior that the brand arouses.)

4. Values (Brand Persona) 
What are the core Values?   
(The manifestation of the brand in human characteristics.)

5. Brand Idea 
Our Brand expressed in simple, easily graspable terms.

What is a Brand Pyramid?

• A tiered analytical diagram, hierarchically organized with 
the most important content at the top.

• Can be used as a benchmark to assess behaviors/actions 
and to measure their alignment with our brand.

• Clarity at the lower levels supports and achieves clarity at 
the upper levels of the pyramid.
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Brand Pyramid – Overview



The Brand Pyramid workshop builds on any past 
strategic work, and on the insights of all participants.  
It facilitates consensus around your organization’s 
reason for being and its role in the world, as 
understood by those within the organization.

The findings from this workshop are necessary to 
establish a firm and agreed upon foundation for 
marketing strategy and organizational alignment.



The workshop finds consensus around the answers to 
these four seemingly simple questions:

What is your organization?  
(Explained such that anyone can understand.)

How does your organization  
deliver value to the outside world?  
(How does it do this differently from others?)

Why do you matter?  
(Why should anyone care?)

What are your fundamental values?
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We use these answers to distill a Brand Idea for your 
organization.



“This is the 4th or 5th session like this I have been in 
over the years. I came in this morning skeptical and 
thinking, “Oh, here we go again.” I came out feeling 
inspired. I’m surprised how that was possible from a 
session like this.”

 —Troy Baresel, 
CFO & Sr. V.P. Operations, Lincoln Park Zoo



We use the Brand Pyramid to devise something we 
call a Brand Map. This is a simple Venn diagram of the 
value that your organization brings to the world. 

We use the Brand Map to quickly review the relationship 
of your brand and how it delivers value in terms of the 
emotional drivers of behavior with particular audiences.

This is a hypothetical first pass at assessing how your 
brand is functioning out in the world. 



In a Brand Map we can plot factors such as emotional 
drivers that bring in customers and/or points of entry 
for different types of people (personas) as they discover 
or engage with the organization and its products.

The following are some examples illustrating the Brand 
Map in use.
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Strategy Implication from Workshop Discussion

Our strategic hypotheses postulates that a range of 
identified “Why” Factors including A, B, C, D, E, F, H, 
I, M, and N can potentially be moved into awareness 
of the “Full Delivered Value” if brand communications 
are transformed. 
 
Note: This is the potential strategic implication based on discussions 
during the initial discovery. This is subject to change pending research 
confirmation.
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This yields a short list of “candidate personas”  
(types of people) with whom we will conduct 
interviews after the workshop. 

These interviews yield persona-specific information: 
needs, behaviors, and other information (Competitive 
Advantage Diagrams) that we can then use to guide 
your marketing strategy.



Competitive Advantage (EXAMPLE)

1 Stay informed about goings on in the art world through the 
New York Times, art magazines, Philadelphia art magazines, 
visiting museums and galleries, contacts in  the art world

2 Gourmet food

3 Develop her own visual art skills (printmaking, painting, 
drawing) through taking classes, work towards mastering her craft 

4 Support artists

5 Work to protect the environment

6 Remain an independent thinker, open-minded

7 Visit museums and galleries (currently only New Jersey, New 
York and Philadelphia)

8 Stay actively involved in local arts scene, help to put on show 
of local artists’ work

9 Gain information about local artists and artists of interest to her

10 Involvement in local historic society

11 Retire in 7-10 years and work on art full-time

12 Become an artist of some renown, show her work in galleries, sell 
some pieces

13 Portraiture and facial drawing

14 Stay in touch with friends and share art-related information 
via Facebook

15 Shows and retrospectives on significant artists circa 
1950-present

Persona: Beverly, Art buff Beverly’s needs:
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Competitive Advantage (CONTINUED)

Persona: Beverly, Art buff Beverly’s needs:
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16 “Blockbuster” shows

17 Have time to schedule museum trip if extra travel/planning 
is needed

18 Come to museum with a friend

19 A platform to advocate for more opportunities for women in art, 
help emerging women artists gain renown and  provide opportunities 
to show their work

20 An edgy, forward-thinking women artist-oriented institution

21 Learn about the stories of women artists who have come 
before her

22 A museum or gallery that offers different ways of learning, 
e.g. gallery talks and events

23 Great docents

24 Audio tours offering backstory about the artist, the piece, 
the cultural/historical context, etc.

25 Easy transit to museums and galleries

26 Museums that are “on her radar” via periodicals, word of 
mouth, etc.



Competitive Advantage (CONTINUED)

Summary of Findings:

Beverly is an amateur artist and “art buff” with 
particular interests in drawing and painting, 
portraiture and contemporary artists. She keeps 
up with goings on in the art world and frequents 
museums near her home in New Jersey and in New 
York and Philadelphia, but does not travel as far as 
D.C. She is very interested in seeing retrospectives 
of artists of particular interest to her, and those 
of significance in the art world from 1950 to the 
present. She’s interested in learning about their 
stories and rise to notoriety, as she hopes to one 
day be able to show and sell her own work when 
she is able to focus more time on making art.

In terms of her expectations from art exhibitions, 
she feels it is essential that an audio tour be 
provided. She likes learning about the backstory 
of different pieces and artists, and having some 
context for each work provided. She enjoys 
“different ways of learning” such as gallery talks 
and other events, and appreciates when docents 
can provide her with extra information about the 
works exhibited. 

Beverly is very involved in her local arts scene and 
helps to put on an annual show exhibiting works 
by local artists. She is cause-oriented and has a 
keen interest in actively supporting the arts in many 
ways. Given this, the potential for the museum 

to function as an advocate and launchpad for 
women artists is intriguing to her. She is frustrated 
that they have received so little attention and that 
they generally have a difficult time breaking into 
the art world. She recognizes the need to call 
attention to this problem and to the ways in which 
opportunities have been given to male artists that 
have not historically been extended to women. 

She appreciates that the museum exists and that 
their focus is on female artists, but it may take a 
“blockbuster” show or exhibition of work from 
a “significant” contemporary artist to get her to 
come, since the time and cost involved in travel 
require extra effort and planning (these need to be 
advertised to her, she likely does not hear about 
them as things currently stand). Beverly did note, 
however, that the opportunity to learn about “how 
[women artists] came to be doing what they’re 
doing” would get her to come. She is interested 
in the story of the artist, one to which she can 
personally relate. Apart from this, she has too much 
going on in her own backyard to venture to D.C.

Bottom line: 
Although Beverly does have an advocacy streak 
and is intrigued by the idea of an institution 
that supports women in the arts, the museum 
is currently not “on her radar.” She has become 

deeply involved in the arts scene in New York and 
her alma mater city of Philadelphia, and in her local 
arts scene in New Jersey (where is she is very active) 
yet the potential for extending her interest to D.C. 
arts institutions is slim. Travel is difficult and she 
will not make regular, if any, trips there. She may 
come for high-profile exhibitions and retrospectives 
on renowned contemporary artists, but these 
visits will be very infrequent and she should not be 
counted on for support. It may take the museum 
stepping up their advocacy function to the point of 
developing into a more high-profile institution to 
call the attention of personas such as Beverly. If she 
lived in the D.C. area, it is likely she would makes 
visits with some regularity, however, as it stands 
now she should not be considered a primary or 
secondary target.

Candidate Persona Interview Findings 

Persona: Beverly, Art buff



Aggregated Drivers on Brand Map (EXAMPLE)
Drivers list (all personas):

A Love of art and museums

B Promote advocacy for women artists

C Invitation to get involved with/support 
 the museum

D Motivated, likeable people working 
 within the museum

E Gain inspiration for her projects

F Feel her contribution truly matters 
 for the institution

G An institution that creates 
 opportunities for emerging 
 female artists

H Happy-hour style events

I Become part of a community of women 
 who support each other and the arts

J    Prestigious museum that offers a 
    unique perspective

K Museum with impressive, 
 well-designed exhibitions

L Museum offering events and 
 gallery talks

M Exhibitions created in connection 
 with her embassy 

N Engage in a dialogue about 
 women/women in the arts, 
 social forum

O Attend the museum out of 

obligation to board member
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Circle sizes and text color reflect frequency of drivers in personas.

P Place to bring her   
 grandkids

Q    Museum that attracts  
    a well-educated, socially  
    involved crowd



WOMEN / CAUSE

HOME 
(PLACE, ONLINE)
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Most important drivers: 

17 driver factors from the aggregate 
summary are distilled into the 5 key 
drivers.

A Love of art and museums

B Promote advocacy for women 
 artists

C Invitation to get involved 
 with/support the museum

G An institution that creates 
 opportunities for emerging    
 female artists

H Happy-hour style events

C

H

G

A

B

Circle sizes reflect the number of times the driver of attendance was mentioned by 
personas and the importance to and of those personas.  

Distilled Drivers on Brand Map (EXAMPLE)



WOMEN / CAUSE

HOME 
(PLACE, ONLINE)

ART

Most important deterrents: 

18 deterrent factors from the aggregate 
summary are distilled into the 5 key 
deterrents.

C Advocacy message not 
 communicated (i.e. lack of special 
 efforts and programs to support 
 contemporary women artists)

F Very few opportunities to 
 socialize (mixers, open 
 bar/happy hour events)

G No free/cheap admission

J Old-fashioned/too 
 “stuffy”/your grandmother’s 
 museum 

L Lack of connection to current 
 affairs/global issues from a 
 woman’s perspective

F
G J

L

C

Distilled Deterrents on Brand Map (EXAMPLE)



The Marketing Targets Diagram is a simplified outtake 
of our persona diagnostic.

It presents a strategic hypotesis for which marketing 
targets should have marketing resources applied to 
them.



Primary Target 

6 Katie, Young working woman

25 Sophie, Lean-in professional

58 Cathy, Feminist (Advocate)

Secondary Target

59 Mary, Museum employee

3  Jen, Dual Income No Kids (DINK)

51 Rosa, Latino Catholic, over 50  
 (Upwardly mobile minorities)

Secondary Target (Special Case)

13 Molly, Embassy employee

24 Linda, Classic feminist

57 Cheryl, Arts patron

Tertiary Personas

1 Haley, Active empty nester

27 Carolyn, Catholic school teacher (Educator)

5 Beverly, Art buff*

53 Lucy, Senior community member 

19 Holly, Parent of young children (Lesbian)

How do we create the marketing targets diagram?

The inner ring indicates our best hypothesis for primary marketing targets based on discovery only.

The secondary blue ring includes all those personas who are already captured and can be influenced positively by brand marketing, but do 
not require direct target marketing. 

Those on the border of the secondary ring fall into two classes: 

a) personas with no blue outline—these we believe will be captured to a lower degree and incidentally, but should not be specifically targeted. 

b) personas with their own blue ring—suggested secondary marketing targets that each require special marketing action to capture. 

Those personas in the tertiary ring are, by our targeting hypothesis, outside the current reach of recommended marketing expenditure. 

CAPTURABILITY

X   Low (Difficult)

X   Medium

X   High (Easy) 

AUDIENCE SIZE

Small   

Medium

Large 

Legend

6
25
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59

3

51

13

24

57

1

27

5

53

19

*Awaiting results 
from additional 
persona interview 
with an art buff. 
The placement of 
this persona may be 
updated on the map.

Marketing Targets Diagram

Marketing Targets Diagram (EXAMPLE)



These tools have multiple uses. 

They help you ask better questions when you are 
conducting audience or constituency research. 

They give you strategic control of your advertising and 
marketing activities since you now have a rubric to evaluate 
them, making you less susceptible to well-designed but 
off-strategy solutions, and also bypassing conversations 
about whether the color blue or green is best.



Brand Alignment



The top of the Brand Pyramid is also the starting point 
of a guided process for converting your core values into 
behaviors across the entire organization. 

Brand Alignment allows you to complete the loop from 
marketing communications and your brand promise all 
the way through to the lived experience of your brand.



What supports intrinsic motivation? 

Mastery, knowing you are doing whatever you are 
doing well. 

Autonomy, feeling you are in control of your decisions 
and able to perform without being told, and 

Connection or Higher Purpose, a sense that what you 
are doing has meaning.

Brand Alignment distributes these motivational factors 
throughout the organization. 



*Level 4 of the Brand Pyramid

We facilitate brand alignment by systematically helping 
the organization learn to apply your core values.* 

We translate, department-by-department, each of the 
values into behaviors appropriate to their particular 
work context. Doing this frames decisions (even small 
day-to-day ones) within an approved and understood 
values framework, fostering an environment that 
activates intrinsic motivation because it reinforces 
a sense of higher purpose and transfers a sense of 
mastery and autonomy to where it is most needed.



BRAND EXPERIENCE 
(POINT A)

BRAND EXPERIENCE 
(POINT B)

Unaligned Organization

BRAND EXPERIENCE 
(POINT C)



Aligned Organization

A SINGLE 
BRAND EXPERIENCE 



A strategic brand plan must answer all the fundamental 
questions as follows:

What is our 
mission? 

This question can also be 

posed as What business are 

you in? It is not our place 

to go write a strategic plan 

without first asking all the 

hard questions and insisting 

on very good answers. 

Who is our 
customer? 

This must make clear not who 

you serve but who among all 

possible customers are the 

ones you have the capacity to 

deeply satisfy, and if the pool 

that you are able to deeply 

satisfy with the product you 

have is not deep enough to 

facilitate the achievement of 

your business goals then we 

have to look at the product 

itself. 

What are our 
results? 

What constitutes success? 

What does it look like for the 

strategic plan to be deemed 

a success? This must all be 

based on results. 

What does our 
customer value? 

We need to know more than 

what they are readily willing 

to tell us and dig into the 

deep drivers of their behavior. 

Without this understanding 

it will be very difficult to 

satisfy your customer in the 

ways that market competition 

demands. We use persona 

interview based research to 

develop a strong strategic 

hypothesis that can then be 

challenged through formal 

research.

  



Abandonment:

Strategic action must 

include or recognize 

planned abandonment. 

Entering a new market 

successfully will also 

involve loss. This is the 

most difficult criteria 

because of all the effort 

and money that built the 

status quo. Something is 

going to have to go. The 

question is what and how 

this will be done.

Concentration: 

Strategic action must 

embody concentration, 

not diffusion or spreading 

human or other resources 

too thinly. Whatever you 

choose to do you must 

do it extraordinarily well. 

This is because you cannot 

succeed by satisfying your 

customer. You must deeply 

and intensely satisfy your 

customer. If you want a 

new customer, you must 

understand how this is 

possible with them and 

this may be impossible 

while also deeply satisfying 

your existing customer. 

This is the essence and 

the potential pain of 

concentration. 

Innovation: 

Strategic action must 

include within it 

innovation. Consumer 

needs are always changing. 

To the extent that you 

are not innovating, others 

are and this results in 

inevitable loss in the ability 

to effectively meet the 

needs of the marketplace. 

Innovation is a constant 

responsibility. 

Risk-taking: 

Strategic action should 

involve intelligent risk. Risk 

is an a constituent element 

in competitive victory, but 

it should always be guided 

by insight and market 

understanding.

Analysis: 

Strategic action is always 

subject to analysis to 

measure the effectiveness 

of every action. The 

actions are operational 

tests of a strategic 

hypothesis and when they 

do not work we must 

understand why and take 

action to either resolve 

the issue or abandon the 

action. Planned assessment 

must be programmed 

into all strategic activities. 

Action may double as 

learning. 

And finally what is the actual plan and the plan 
itself must have the following 5 elements to be truly 
successful.



What does all of the above do 
when put into full effect?



“The whole organization has made a perceptible 
shift. Conflicts between departments have begun to 
resolve themselves, and our control outside service 
providers has grown dramatically, producing better 
results.”

 —Peggy Martin,  
Senior Director of Design and Communications,  

Lincoln Park Zoo



Strategy and organizational 
alignment gives you the means 
to achieve your current and 
future organizational goals with 
the least possible expenditure 
of effort.



“Tronvig Group has the rare ability to always think 
strategically, but also be able to think that through  
to effective tactical actions.” 

 —Maya Wiley, 
Council, Mayor Bill Deblasio



Illustrative Examples



PartnerRE



PartnerRE Situation

PartnerRE is a 6.5 billion dollar global enterprise 
with financial operations on five continents. They 
were struggling with the issue of developing a global 
advertising campaign and had spent nearly a year 
going back and forth with their advertising agency 
with creative ideas that could not be approved by 
senior management. 

Tronvig Group was brought in to resolve the issue and 
lay the strategic foundation for the global advertising 
campaign. 



PartnerRE Ad Concepts Before (Never Approved)

Ad Creative: Agenda NYC



PartnerRE Insight

We diagnosed the problem as a lack of agreement on 
the basic principles with which the campaign could be 
evaluated and the absence of a coherent brand idea for 
the company. In our initial workshop with the executive 
management team Tronvig Group established that the 
organizational brand idea should be “partnership.” 
Remarkably this idea which is inherent in the company 
name had been lost in the confusion of product 
diversification and acquisitions.



Brand Pyramid Summarized

1. What is PartnerRe?
PartnerRe is a highly secure multi-market risk transfer partner with a 
long-term view.

2. How does PartnerRe deliver its benefits?
• By focusing on financial security/conservatism
• By delivering on promises; prompt claims settlement
• By applying expertise & experience in any risk class to understanding clients’ needs
• By assisting clients in navigating change over the cycle
• With a fair assessment of risk
• With technical/analytical underwriting
• With responsiveness, versatility, adaptability
• With a long term view

3. Why should I care (emotional drivers)?
Because I need a partner who:
• Provides secure and execution capacity 
•  Provides predictability and stability; I know what to expect
•  Understands my business and anticipates my needs 
• Can come up with solutions no one else can, in virtually any risk class 
• Is open to new methods and products
•  Is responsive and easy to work with
•  I trust and respect

4. Brand Values

5. Brand Idea
Partnership (Be a true partner)

Insight 
Innovation

Solution Orientation 
Responsiveness

3

4
5

2

1

Integrity  
Transparency  

Respect
Accountability 

PartnerRE Insight



PartnerRE Solution

The suggestion was at first both shocking for its 
simplicity and difficult for the executive management 
to accept because of its profound implications. The 
brand idea of partnership was accepted after an initial 
period of resistance, and it was tested globally by 
Tronvig Group and found to be salient and effective in 
all their active markets. 



PartnerRE Results

The brand strategy based on partnership served as 
the foundation for a global marketing campaign that 
was distributed in 2014-15 and it supplied the principal 
concept for the campaign.  

All creative vendors for the company now have a solid 
brand rubric to assess any tactical activity and the 
company is now in the process of operationalizing 
both the brand strategy and core values across the 
globe. More generally, it has allowed a number of 
communications and human resources initiatives to 
become unstuck. 



Ad Creative: Agenda NYC

PartnerRE Results



PartnerRE Solution

The Brand Pyramid findings were also applied to the 
global website in 2014 resulting in a dramatic shift 
from talking about features and attributes to customer 
focused benefits based on their new Brand Idea. 



Ad Creative: Agenda NYC

PartnerRE Results



The Bronx Museum of the Arts



The Bronx Museum of the Arts Goal

The Bronx Museum needed to increase attendance 
among local residents in the South Bronx, one of the 
poorest communities in North America.



Local Residents in the Bronx.

The Bronx Museum of the Arts Situation



Local Residents in the museum.

The Bronx Museum of the Arts Situation



The Bronx Museum of the Arts Competitive Advantage Before

Y
O

U
R 

CL
IE

NT’S NEEDS YOUR O
FFER

COMPETITOR’S OFFER

MOVIES, TV, BASEBALL, 
HANGING OUT ON THE 
STREET, SOCIALIZING

CONTEMPORARY ART 
IN A PRESTIGIOUS 

WHITE WALL SETTING, 
ACCESS TO THE ARTS 

WHERE THERE IS NONE

DAY-TO-DAY SURVIVAL, 
FREE FOOD, 

ADVANTAGES FOR MY 
KIDS, INEXPENSIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT

BRONX MUSEUM 
PREEXISTING 

COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE 

WITH TARGET 
AUDIENCE 

BEFORE 
CAMPAIGN

?



The Bronx Museum of the Arts Insight

The cold exterior and lack of communication of what’s 
inside resulted in an impression of impenetrability and 
intimidation. 

Passersby—even those who walked by the building 
twice a day—had no idea what it was. 

Also a “for contemporary art lovers only” message was 
unappealing to the local community.



Signage seen only 
from across the 

street, above the 
heads of the people.

Prime ad space not being utilized

No hours or admission at entry point

The Bronx Museum of the Arts Insight



BRONX MUSEUM 
COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE 

WITH TARGET 
AUDIENCE AFTER 

CAMPAIGN

The Bronx Museum of the Arts Competitive Advantage After
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COMPETITOR’S OFFER

MOVIES, TV, BASEBALL, 
HANGING OUT ON THE 
STREET, SOCIALIZING

CONTEMPORARY ART 
IN A PRESTIGIOUS 

WHITE WALL SETTING, 
ACCESS TO THE ARTS 

WHERE THERE IS NONE

DAY-TO-DAY SURVIVAL, 
FREE FOOD, 

ADVANTAGES FOR MY 
KIDS, INEXPENSIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT

FREE FOOD, 
ADVANTAGES 
FOR MY KIDS, 
INEXPENSIVE 

ENTERTAINMENT



FREE 
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FREE 
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The Bronx Museum of the Arts Solution

Ad Campaign in NYC subway stations, bus shelters and on the exterior of the museum featuring local residents at 
museum events



The Bronx Museum of the Arts Solution

We fixed the street-level signage to clarify what the 
building is, and actively reduced the psychological 
barrier to entry by showing local people having fun at 
events inside the museum.



The Bronx Museum of the Arts Solution

Street taping served as a reminder of the offer at the tactical user-level 
interface. This in combination with the new window signage served as a 
tipping point for local pedestrian awareness. 

New signage in the front windows 
welcome people in and utilize 
advertising space in front of the 
museum.



The Bronx Museum of the Arts Before



The Bronx Museum of the Arts Solution

In 2006, the museum completed a major building 
renovation, and the website made a point of showing 
it off. In the context of communicating accessibility to 
the local community, however, this presentation has 
some serious problems: It shows a fortress. It shows no 
door. The very air that surrounds its fortress-like walls is 
otherworldly, rarefied—not the same air that “we” in 
the community breathe.
We photographed a few different events at the 
museum, and these captured what was actually 
happening. From these assets we were able to create 
a new visual language for the museum that was a far 
more transparent membrane between the community 
and the institution. They show an institution that is 
part of the community it was established to serve.



The Bronx Museum of the Arts After



Results: 100% increase in attendance over the course of 
the year subsequent to the campaign. 

*New York Times

The Bronx Museum of the Arts Results



Lincoln Park Zoo



“I’ve been through 4 different processes with  
4 different agencies over my years here.  
Tronvig Group’s is the only one that worked.”

 —Peggy Martin,  
Senior Director of Design and Communications,  

Lincoln Park Zoo



Lincoln Park Zoo Situation

Lincoln Park Zoo is a beloved free urban zoo, that was 
communicating about itself solely on the “what” level 
of the Brand Pyramid.

They were using beautifully executed marketing 
material featuring animals and exhibits, with no 
reference to their active and significant role as leaders 
in animal care, science and education. 



Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

Our Discovery Workshop was able to establish a  
Brand Pyramid that truly speaks to who they are  
and why they matter. 

We were then able to use it as a rubric for a range  
of tactical applications.



Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

Brand Pyramid – Step One

• Free

• Urban

• Tourists

• Central location

• Exotic/wild animals

• Educational

• Conservation-based 
institution

• Family-friendly

• Cafes

• Restaurants

• Gift shops

• Research programs

• Endangered species

• Nature Boardwalk

• Historic architecture

• Animal chats

• Carousel

• Reputation 

• History

• Iconic Chicago

• Public

• Safe

3

4

5

2

1

1. What - Features & Attributes
“Free open accessible urban oasis”



Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

Brand Pyramid – Step Two

3

4

5

1

2

• Intimate setting for close-
up experience  
with animals

• Zoo experience w/o full-
day commitment

• Free admission

• Family time

• Seeing exotic animals

• Science education

• Fun for entire family

• Easily accessible

• Learning about 
conservation

• Experience nature/the 
outdoors

• Rigorous

• Excellent programs

• Leader in the field

• Seamless ethical 
experience

• Respect for animals

• Authenticity

• Doing a lot

• Innovation in the field

2. How - Functional Benefits



Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

Brand Pyramid – Step Three

4

5

1

2

3

• good about LPZ’s 
conservation efforts

• awe 

• (the next generation) 
inspired

• that my life is enriched

• like I want to become a 
better global citizen

• that I’m sharing an 
experience with loved ones 

• good

• that LPZ is a leader/setting 
an example

• like LPZ is “everyone’s 
zoo”

• that LPZ is doing more/
doing it all 

• inspired to care

• inspired to improve the 
world

• like I’m saving money

• that LPZ is an 
entertainment destination

• good about myself

• empowered

• hope

• like I’m preserving nature

• like LPZ works for all

• like I’m having a personal 
experience with wild 
animals

• altered

3. Why - Emotional Benefits

I Feel...



Brand Pyramid – Step Four

5

1

2

3

4

Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

Visionary 
Leading all zoos everywhere toward the best possible future.

Expert  
Caring, meticulous and rigorous in the application of science and 
research for the benefit of both animals and humans. The best 
there is. 

Ethical 
Upholding and working to raise the standards of the field.

Welcoming  
Actively inviting for all who wish to be part of the  
LPZ experience.

Fun  
Facilitating the opportunity to learn through pleasure and 
enjoyment.

4. Values - Brand Persona



Brand Pyramid – Step Five

4

1

2

3

5“More than a zoo” 

5. Brand Idea 

Lincoln Park Zoo Insight



Lincoln Park Zoo Solution

The creation of the Brand Pyramid allowed us to distill 
the Brand Idea, “More than a zoo.” 

It became evident that Lincoln Park Zoo needed to 
convey not only its place in the Chicago community but 
also its role as an animal conservation leader.



Lincoln Park Zoo Before



Existing Case Illustration:  
Signage/Advertising

Strategic Note: 
This is a beautifully produced and fantastic looking 
ad using clever language. It is easy to understand 
how it was created and approved. No blame can 
be applied here. 

It is simply an illustration of the absence of a 
strategy. The ad, therefore, operated almost 
entirely on the “What” level of the Brand 
Pyramid. 

Objective: Promote the Nature Boardwalk

Target: General (no specific targeting)

1. What:  Nature Boardwalk and urban oasis, frog

2. How:  ?

3. Why:  ?

4. Values: 0 of 5 expressed in this specific communication

• Fun: maybe?

• Welcoming: ? (only if I know already that it’s free 
–it’s not in the ad)

• Ethical: ?

• Visionary: ?

• Expert: ?

5. Brand Idea: ?

Lincoln Park Zoo Situation



Lincoln Park Zoo After

Mockup Ad



2

5

3

2

3

3

5. Brand Idea: Identifying frame (logo treatment)

4. Values: 5 of 5 (3 of 5 suggested as benchmark)

• Fun: Headline

• Welcoming: Subhead

• Ethical: Headline, text

• Visionary: Headline, text

• Expert: Text

3. Why:  Shared experiences with loved ones,  
 educational opportunity

2. How:  Close-up experience, free and open to the public

1. What:  Zoological park with large primate exhibits

Objective: Promote Lincoln Park Zoo  
                  (attendance/engagement)

Target: Families with young children

1

4

4

3

4

5

2

1



Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

In addition to the Brand Pyramid, we created 
Competitive Advantage Diagrams for each target 
audience allowing for marketing communication that 
was both targeted and tightly aligned with the brand 
strategy.



Competitive Advantage 

Persona: Molly, 36, F  
Stroller Mom

1  Place to ride bikes

2 Doing “kid stuff”

3  Shopping/kids’ shopping

4 Quality educational kids’  
 programs + classes

5 Some educational value for   
 kids

6  Seeing wildlife

7  Place that sparks child’s  
 excitement

8  Nature Boardwalk

9  Breakfast place

10 Exotic animals 

11 Intense educational     
 experience

12 Children’s zoo

13  Carousel

14 Train

15  Close to home

16 Free admission

17 Playground nearby

18  “Neighborhoody” leisurely  
 lunch place

19  Avoid crowds

20  Feeling of contributing to kid’s  
 educational success

21  Access to good public schools

22 Safe environment 

23 Happy at work

24 Spouse’s happiness 

25 Time + availability to do  
 family things

26 Enclosed area where kids  
 can be autonomous

27 Unique offer of exotic sea  
 animals 

28 Time outside

29 Beautiful surroundings

30 Convenient

31 Dinosaur exhibit

32 Art 

33 Lots of space

34 Good for bad weather 

35 Kids’ reading room

36 Birthday party program

37 Ongoing kids club 

38 Gamification/incentivized  
 events or programs

39 Asked for donations

40 Asked about membership

41 Keeps community safe

42 Explicitly connect to family  
 holiday tradition

43  Support conservation and  
 know how/that I help

44  Relief from boredom

MOLLY’S NEEDS LPZ’S OFFER

COMPETITOR’S OFFER

kid’s school activities, Chipotle, (kid’s) 
shopping, Kids Science Labs, Shedd Aquarium, 

Art Institute, Field Museum, MOSI, Adler 
Planetarium, diner/cafe 

18

32

63

11
20

27

29

15
5

8

24

31

23

12

4

21

25

13

7

14

34

38

44
26

39

2217
30

10
2919

37

40

42

43

36 35

41

1
16

28
33

Competitive  
Advantage

Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

Legend

strong factors
weaker factors



Strategic Note: 

This treatment appeals directly to Molly’s laser focus on 
her kids and their experience. Possibly her most intense 
need is to find interesting things to do with her children 
that are engaging for both her and them. This ad 
strongly makes the suggestion that this is likely at LPZ. 
While she is possibly a hard sell for deeper engagement, 
the sheer volume of this audience makes it interesting 
for the subset who have the financial and emotional 
wherewithal to add LPZ to the causes they get involved 
with.

Illustration: Targeting

Competitive Advantage 

Persona: Molly, 36, F  
Stroller Mom

2 Doing “kid stuff”

5 Some educational value for kids

6  Seeing wildlife

7  Place that sparks child’s excitement

10 Exotic animals 

16 Free admission

20  Feeling of contributing to kid’s educational success

39 Asked for donations

43  Support conservation and know how/that I help

44  Relief from boredom



Illustration: Targeting

Competitive Advantage 

Persona: Jason, 27, M 
Millennial

1  Opportunity to meet girls

2  Place to bring a date

3  Place to socialize w/ friends

4  Free place to take friends/  
 date/casually walk through

5  Place to run

6  Alcohol

7  Nice restaurants

8  Food trucks

9  Close to home

10  Aquatic animals

11  Nighttime events (concerts, etc.)

12  Topics to impress friends  
 (e.g., animal adoption)

13  Start a family/settle down

14  Photo opportunity for  
 Facebook/Instagram

15  Place that sparks childhood  
 memories

16  Good health

17  Workout facility

18  Place to party

19  Beach

20  Quick getaway from city

21  New experiences + exhibits

22  Frequent youth-oriented  
 evening events

JASON’S NEEDS LPZ’S OFFER

COMPETITOR’S OFFER

bars, restaurants, beach,  
gym, Shedd

10

6
5

41 2

14
11

9

7

3
12

13

16

17

18

22

19 21

8

15

20

Lincoln Park Zoo Insight

Legend

strong factors
weaker factors

Competitive  
Advantage



Strategic Note:  

This ad addresses Jason’s need for youth-oriented 
entertainment and venues to meet girls/places to take a 
date. Although he may use the zoo as a date spot during 
the day (and to this end, we are reminding him that the 
zoo offers a free site for a date) the zoo must be seen 
as a potential site for evening events, apart from just 
seeing animals and experiencing wilderness in the city. 
He is specifically looking for evening activities that he can 
attend with people his age, or with the aim of meeting 
other people his age.

Illustration: Targeting

Competitive Advantage 

Persona: Jason, 27, M 
Millennial

1  Opportunity to meet girls

2  Place to bring a date

3  Place to socialize w/ friends

4  Free place to take friends/date/casually walk through

11  Nighttime events (concerts, etc.)

14  Photo opportunity for Facebook/Instagram

18  Place to party

22  Frequent youth-oriented evening events



In addition to the institutional Brand Pyramid,  
all products can have their own Brand Pyramids,  
Brand Maps and Competitive Advantage Diagrams. 

This allows us to market those products appropriately.



3

4
5

2

1

Product & Organizational Brand Pyramids

Organization

3

4

5

2

1

3

4
5

2

1
Product 4 (Exhibit, Program, Event, etc.)

Product 3 (Exhibit, Program, Event, etc.)

3

4
5

2

1

3

4
5

2

1
3

4
5

2

1Product 2 (Exhibit, Program, Event, etc.)

Product 5 (Exhibit, Program, Event, etc.)Product 1 (Exhibit, Program, Event, etc.)



ZooLights Event
Lincoln Park Zoo 

Product Brand Pyramid



Brand Pyramid – Step One

3

4

5

2

1

1. Features & Attributes (What)

 •   Holiday celebration

 •   The best (free) tradition

 •   Holiday attraction in Chicago with 2mm lights and it’s    
  free

 •   Absolutely beautiful setting & live ice carving

 •   Easy to take in

Product Brand Pyramid
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Brand Pyramid – Step Two

3

4

5

2

1

2. Functional Benefits (How)

 • Comfortable & safe
 • Indoor/outdoor

 • 2mm lights

 • 25 nights

 • Live ice carving

 • Light show to music 
(choreographed)

 • Accessible by CTA

 • Food & drinks (alcohol)

 • Peppermint hot chocolate 

 • 3D glasses

 • Ice skating

 • 1K per night

 • Santa crafts

 • Nessie (light sculpture)

 • Opportunity to see light 
features

 • Parking

 • Zoo at night

 • At night (until 9pm)

 • Not a huge commitment

 • Members lounge

 • (Player piano)

 • Bake your own cookies

Product Brand Pyramid
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Brand Pyramid – Step Three

3

4

5

2

1

3. Emotional Benefits (Why) 

1   Chicago THING to do /  
   Great place to take a date

2   Memories with loved ones

3   Fun in winter

4   Free (holiday magic for free)

5   Whole family easy (experience) activity

6   ‘Cause you are supposed to do something (guilt)

7   Free form / works at spur of the moment

8   Must get out of the house after holidays

9   Great escape (from interior version of holidays)

10 Zoo after hours

11 Something for everyone

12 Private parties (inside)

13 Romantic

Product Brand Pyramid
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Brand Pyramid – Step Four

3

4

5

2

1

4. Brand Persona (Values)

 •  Fun
 •  Welcoming

 •  Expert

 •  Reliable/traditional

Fun, Welcoming, and Expert (in bold) are values 
from the organizational pyramid. Reliable is an 
additional product level value.

Product Brand Pyramid
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Brand Pyramid – Step Five

3

4

5

2

1

5. Brand Idea

“Spectacular holiday fun.”

Product Brand Pyramid
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Brand Map with “Why” Overlay  
WHAT?

HOLIDAY  
TRADITION

WHY?
FUN

HOW?
FREE 2MM LIGHTS 

& ZOO

“Why” Factors:

4

5

11

2

6
1   Chicago THING to do /  
  Great place to take a date

2  Memories with loved ones

3   Fun in winter

4  Free (holiday magic for free)

5   Whole family easy (experience) activity

6   ‘Cause you are supposed to do    
     something (guilt)

7   Free form / works at spur of the    
     moment

8   Must get out of the house after   
  holidays

9  Great escape (from interior version of  
  holidays)

10 Zoo after hours

11 Something for everyone

12 Private parties (inside)

13 Romantic

312

9

10 8

7

13

1

1

Product Brand Map
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Product Brand Map
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo

Brand Map with Candidate Personas  
HOLIDAY  

TRADITION
(WHAT)

FUN
(WHY)

FREE 2MM LIGHTS 
& ZOO
(HOW)

1 Families (in city)

2 Tourists (hotelers)

3 Couples

4 Friends

5 Members

6 Groups

7 Extended families (not placed)

8 Neighbors

9 Seniors

10 Church groups

11 Youth groups 

12 Corporate

13 Social organizations

14 Holiday parties (not placed)

15 Board members/donors

16 Suburban families

17 Visiting families

18 Day trippers

19 AA families

20 Latino families

21 Working families

22 DINK

CAPTURABILITY

dark    High

lighter Medium

lightest Low

Likely Revenue 
Source

LEGEND

1

2

3

12

15

8

13

2

9

8

4 5

6

21

18

19

16

20
10 11

17



In-event Goals 

A More sales from concessions & parking

B Safety & positive memories

C Capturing data on audience (email addresses)

Larger Goals

F Follow us on social media 

D Have people come back to the zoo 

H Friend-making

E Become supporter

G Attract new audiences, diversity

Goals
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Marketing Targets
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo

1 Families (in city)
2 Tourists (hotelers)
3 Couples
4 Friends
5 Members
6 Groups
7 Extended families  
 (not placed)
8 Neighbors
9 Seniors
10 Church groups
11 Youth groups 

12 Corporate
13 Social organizations
14 Holiday parties  
 (not placed)
15 Board members/ 
 donors
16 Suburban families
17 Visiting families
18 Day trippers
19 AA families
20 Latino families
21 Working families
22 DINK

Candidate Personas

1  Chicago THING to do / Great place to take a date
2 Memories with loved ones
3  Fun in winter
4 Free (Holiday magic for free)
5  Whole family easy (experience) activity
6  ‘Cause you are supposed to do something (guilt)
7  Free form / works at spur of the moment
8  Must get out of the house after holidays
9 Great escape (from interior version of holidays)
10 Zoo after hours
11 Something for everyone
12 Private parties (inside)
13 Romantic

Why Factors

FAMILIES

WORKING FAMILIES

2

12

AB

ACDGH

4

14

7

8

17
20

1921

5

6

9

10

11

13

15
18

22

16

1

3
ABDHE

AEH ABH

AC



Competitive Advantage 1  Private venue

2  Food & drinks

3  Parking or  
 transportation

4  Unique or interesting

5  Pricing - stuff included

6  Availability

7  Weekends or  
 Thursdays

8  Clean & safe

9  Centrally located

10  Easy

11  Restrooms in service

12  Entertainment  
 (already there)

13  Festive environment

14  Adults or adults & kids

15  2mm lights

16  Animals

17  Group activities

18  Carousel

19  40% tax deductible

20  Indoor option  
 (no weather danger)

21  Publicity (famous)

22  Exclusivity

23  Want no kids around

24  Elegant location

25  CSR venue

26  Sweetspot 100-400

27  Under 100

28  Over 400-2000

29  Massive events 3000+~  
 winter disadvantage

Competition: 

28  Hotels

28 25 26 14 12 MSI/Shedd/Field

26 History Museum

26 Hotel Lincoln

 Institutional (guest)  
 experience

26 Bars & restaurants

28 14 Navy Pier

     Mobile experiences

CORPORATE NEEDS ZOOLIGHT’S OFFER

COMPETITIVE OFFER

On Corporate Events

15

Corporate needs:

16
17

18
21

27

9

price 
disadvantage

23

6

24

2022

22
97

13

10 12
5 4

3

19

28

8
24

19

14 4
2912

23

16

25 21

Competitive Advantage
EXAMPLE: ZooLights event at Lincoln Park Zoo



Knowing now that the brand idea for ZooLights 
is “Spectacular holiday fun” and that any tactical 
execution must express how this event is Fun, 
Welcoming, Expert, and Reliable/traditional, a review 
of the previous year’s ads immediately reveals their 
inappropriateness.



Existing Case Illustration:  
Advertising

Strategic Note: 
This is a well-designed and creative ad. However, 
it does not allow the target audience to preview 
the experience of an outdoor holiday activity for 
families featuring over two million lights in a zoo 
setting. 

Objective: Promote ZooLights

Target: General (no specific targeting)

1. What:  Animal figure in a light (ad does not convey the two  
 million lights in ZooLights)

2. How:  Santa, ice carving, lights, animals, and more

3. Why:  ?

4. Values: 2 of 6 expressed in this specific communication

• Fun: “Enjoy Santa, ice carving, lights, animals, and 
more!”

• Welcoming: Minimal explanation (“Free!”)

• Ethical: ?

• Visionary: ?

• Expert: ?

• Reliable/traditional: ?

5. Brand Idea: ?

ZooLights Situation (before)



Existing Case Illustration:  
Advertising

Strategic Note: 
New ads created in-house by the client convey a 
sense of the brand idea for the event: Spectacular 
Holiday Fun. 

Objective: Promote ZooLights

Target: Families with young children

1. What:  Free fun event for whole family

2. How:  Many many lights

3. Why:  Fun time with family

4. Values: Meets fun and welcoming as well as traditional

5. Brand Idea: Spectacular holiday fun

ZooLights Situation (after: client’s design based on strategy)



National Museum of  
Women in the Arts



The National Museum of Women in the Arts needed 
to effectively market an exhibition (Picturing Mary) 
that was outside the typical areas of interest and 
not fundamentally appealing to their core audience, 
while also overlapping with offerings from prominent 
competitors, such as the National Gallery of Art, that 
were running at the same time.

National Museum of Women in the Arts Situation
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NMWA Institutional  
Brand Pyramid

Picturing Mary Exhibition 
Product Brand Pyramid

5. Brand Idea

Championing Women Through  
the Arts

4. Values (Brand Persona)

• Champion
• Fresh 

• Open

3. Why (Emotional Benefits)

I Feel…

• Solidarity
• Inspiration
• Empowerment
• Validation
• Learning
• Alignment with the cause
• Curiosity
• Reflection (respite)

2. How (Functional Benefits)

• Unique exhibitions highlighting opportunities for  
established and emerging women artists

• Inspirational programming
• In-gallery experiences
• Seeking equity
• Engaging with the local community (aspirational)

1. What is the National Museum of Women in the Arts?

The world’s only museum dedicated to the stories of 
women and art.

5. Product Idea

Inspiring 

Intriguing

4. Product Persona (Values)

• Beautiful/Graceful
• Nurturing
• Inspiring

• Spiritual
• Female
• Intriguing 

3. Why (Emotional Benefits)

I am driven by…

Non-Catholics:
• Great women artists
• See beauty
• Controversy (possible?)
• Great art
• Interfaith
• Feelings about Mary
• Belonging
• Inclusivity

Catholics:
• Passion for Mary
• Pride (has the guts to focus on religious 

subject)
• See beauty (direct path to God)
• Don’t want to miss (scarcity)
• Great pretext/hook to do field trip
• The unhad dialogue

2. How (Functional Benefits)

• Exhibition, online exhibition 
• Programs on site, workshops
• Development opportunity
• Partnerships: Catholic University, Embassy of Italy,  

Georgetown University

1. What is the Picturing Mary exhibition?

A rare opportunity to meet Mary through great works 
of art.

3

4

5

2

1

National Museum of Women in the Arts Situation



Strategic Diagnostic Workshops and Persona Interview 
based research yielded a competitive targets diagram 
and thus a strategy focused on two primary targets, 
giving us the strategic insight to focus on Catholics and 
art buffs and make a clear line of delineation from the 
National Gallery of Art.

National Museum of Women in the Arts Insight & Strategy



National Museum of Women in the Arts Insight & Strategy

How to read it:

The inner ring indicates our best hypothesis for primary marketing targets. The 
“PR/Communications” overlay indicates targets that can be addressed through 
publicity instead of marketing. 

The secondary blue ring includes all those personas who are already captured and 
can be influenced positively by brand marketing, but do not require direct target 
marketing. 

Those on the border of the secondary ring are suggested secondary marketing 
targets that each require special marketing action to capture. 

Those personas in the tertiary ring are outside the current reach of recommended 
marketing expenditure. 
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PR/
COMMUNICA-

TIONS

Primary Target 

2 Catholics (pilgrims)
15 Art buffs/Cultural tourist  

* Catholic media paid support  
 for PR effort
 
Secondary Target (PR/
Communications) 

1 Catholic women’s groups
2 Catholics (pilgrims)
4 Catholic school groups  
 (middle/high)
5 Girls schools (such as
 Sacred Heart) professors
6 Catholic college professors
7 Catholic youth groups
8 Adult Catholic church groups
9 (Catholic) Co-Fraternities
44 Empty nesters (Catholic)
45 Catholic retirees

Secondary Target

3 Catholic primary school  
 teachers
28 Local community
36 In-town members
42 Donors
43 Committees

Secondary Target  
(Special Case)

12 Hispanic Catholics
17 Tourists
20 Millennials
38 Professional volunteers

Tertiary Personas

11 Foreign-born non-Latino  
 Catholics
13 Families with young children 
14 Senior centers
16 Ladies’ clubs
18 Staycationers
19 Classic feminists
21 Embassy people
22 Working women     
 (professionals)
24 Retirees (65+)
23 Empty nesters (non-Catholic)
25 Dual Income No Kids (DINKs)
26 LGBTQ
27 Recent college graduates 
29 Federal government
30 Local government
31 Non-Catholic university  
 professor
32 Museum professionals
33 Single women (50+)
34 Single women, no kids (30-40)
35 African American Catholics
37 Sororities
39 Alumni clubs
40 Multigenerational families 
46 Hispanic lapsed-Catholic

CAPTURABILITY

X   Low (Difficult)

X   Medium

X   High (Easy)

AUDIENCE SIZE

Small    

Medium 

Large 

GRASSROOTS OUTREACH

Marketing Targets Hypotheses Diagram
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Competitive Advantage (Example) 

1 Maintain religious devotion
2 Attend church
3 Learn more about Mary, new information
4 Success of her husband and children
5 Financial stability, have enough for comfortable retirement
6 Convenient parking
7 Avoid large crowds
8 Avoid traffic
9 Visit downtown very infrequently (only for certain programs and  
 for Metropolitan Club)
10 Historical novels
11 Feel welcomed by venue/destination 
12 Membership in National Catholic Daughters’ Association
13 Read Catholic Herald and Catholic Ladies’ Magazine,    
 Washington Post
14 Time and attention focused on grandkids
15 Motivate her adult children to reconnect with faith
16 Concern over US political state of affairs, extricate the country   
 from war
17 Close relationship with Bishop of Arlington/church leaders
18 Attend Catholic diocese programs
19 Maintain close social group of Catholic female friends, based  
 around Arlington diocese
20 Golf and vacation in St. Andrews
21 Attend exhibitions, events and programs specifically about  
 Mary

Persona: Lila, Catholic woman (Pilgrimage) Lila’s needs:

LILA’S NEEDS NMWA’S OFFER

COMPETITOR’S OFFER

1
2
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14
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15
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Legend
strong factors
weaker factors
moveable factors



Competitive Advantage (continued) 

22 Discounts to exhibitions and events
23 Easy-to-use museum website
24 Faith-related exhibition in a religious setting 
25 Friendly, knowledgeable staff greeting her
26 Appealing and welcoming entryway
27 Rare, important and beautiful artworks with rich histories
28 Have masterpieces “right in your front yard”
29 Museum café with kids’ offerings
30 Pre-screen exhibition to see whether it is appropriate/would  
 have value for her grandkids (can they understand the   
 content?)
31 Bring kids and grandchildren on second visit to teach them  
 the significance of Mary
32 More Picturing Mary-related, tasteful offerings in museum   
 gift shop; items designed for kids (e.g., children’s book  
 about Mary)
33 Stay relatively local for exhibitions and events
34 Tell people about exhibitions she attends
35 Travel to interesting destination with entire parish
36 Reach the “deeper part of her faith” through Mary and   
 her story, Mary as her source of strength, the core of    
 her faith, religious figure whom she can relate to personally
37 Have more people in the world “meet Mary”
38 Exhibition catalogue that is not too expensive ($60 or less)
39 Offer of a related Mary-focused program at the museum,   
 (e.g., a lecture that teaches her new things about Mary, offers  
 new perspectives)

Lila’s needs:Persona: Lila, Catholic woman (Pilgrimage)

LILA’S NEEDS NMWA’S OFFER

COMPETITOR’S OFFER

1
2

34
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15
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46

21

Legend
strong factors
weaker factors
moveable factors
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Competitive Advantage (continued) 

40 Female religious leader as lecturer/program leader
41 More female influence and leadership in Catholicism
42 Be linked to the “roots of her faith” through depictions of   
 Mary
43 Have “reverential space” surrounding the artworks in the   
 exhibition 
44 Be moved to visit exhibition by compelling review in Catholic  
 periodical
45 See works from the Vatican
46 Give in to social pressure to attend exhibit

Lila’s needs:Persona: Lila, Catholic woman (Pilgrimage)

LILA’S NEEDS NMWA’S OFFER

COMPETITOR’S OFFER

1
2

34
5 6 7
9
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19

14
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15
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Legend
strong factors
weaker factors
moveable factors
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Summary of Findings:

Lila does not come into downtown 
Washington often and has no previous 
experience with the National Museum 
of Women in the Arts, never having 
felt that it was “for her.” However, 
after hearing about the Picturing Mary 
exhibition in the Catholic Herald, her 
interest was piqued, and despite her 
aversion to traffic and crowds, she 
decided to make the trip to see the 
exhibition with some of her Catholic 
female friends. Her decision to go 
was a combination of genuine interest 
and expectation/social pressure from 
her peers, but this was also mixed 
with a desire to discover new ways to 
connect her children and grandkids 
with Mary as a religious figure and 
idea, and with their Catholic roots 
in general. In this way, her first trip 
also functioned as a  “pre-screening” 
for a potential second trip with her 
grandkids, during which she would 
attempt to emphasize to them the 
importance of Mary and her story. 

On a deeper, emotional level, Mary 
has played an important role in Lila’s 
life—her story and the qualities 
of selflessness and sacrifice that 
were displayed through her life 
and actions deeply resonate with 
Lila, giving her strength as a wife 
and mother. For Lila as a Catholic 
woman, the idea of Mary and her 
personal story stand as “the core of 
her faith,” enabling her to focus and 
keep her faith strong. Beholding the 
images of Mary, especially the many 
significant historical works of art in the 
exhibition, is somewhat of a “religious” 
experience for Lila in and of itself, 
hence the need for a “reverential 
space” around each artwork within the 
exhibition. Although she comes with a 
group of peers, her experience there 
will be highly personal. 

Once Lila is through the door, the 
exhibition meets her needs rather 
well, but the issue of getting her to 
the exhibition and the feeling of being 
welcomed to NMWA is somewhat 

complex. She must first see it 
reviewed or advertised in periodicals 
she reads, such as the Catholic 
Herald and another local Catholic 
Ladies’ magazine. The museum was 
unfamiliar to her, and she was unsure 
whether the content and messaging 
was right for her, but her keen 
interest in Mary and in an exhibition 
devoted only to the subject of Mary 
was enough to overcome this barrier. 
Once at NMWA she noted that the 
entrance was extremely off-putting. 
Instead of being greeted by friendly, 
knowledgeable staff members in a 
welcoming environment, she was 
greeted by an unwelcoming security 
guard in a sterile environment, an 
experience which was both confusing 
and mildly upsetting. 

Lila enjoyed the exhibition very much 
and would most of all like to return 
and use it as an opportunity to teach 
her grandchildren about Mary and 
to strengthen both her children’s 
and grandchildren’s connection to 

Candidate Persona Interview Findings (Example)
Persona: Lila, Catholic woman (Pilgrimage)

National Museum of Women in the Arts Insight & Strategy



their faith. Because she is highly 
interested in bringing her family, it is 
also important that facilities such as 
the café and gift shop offer meals and 
products geared toward children.

Lila mentioned that she would be 
very interested in attending programs 
focusing on Mary in connection 
with the exhibition. Through this 
programming, and, ideally within 
the exhibition itself (perhaps in text 
accompanying the artworks), she 
would like to learn something new 
about Mary. She would readily attend 
a lecture series if it was offered, but 
would strongly prefer that it be led 
by a religious woman, rather than 
a man. She is part of a growing 
number of Catholic women who feel 
that Catholicism must no longer be 
monopolized by the male voice, and 
would like to see more women in 
positions of authority in the Catholic 
world. This “detail” may be the factor 
which determines whether or not she 
would attend such a program. 

Bottom Line:

Once Lila enters the exhibition, the 
offers meet her needs very well. She 
enjoys viewing the artworks, which 
act as doorways connecting her to 
“her core of her faith,” allowing her 
to connect with Mary as a religious 
figure and and as a person—a woman, 
like herself, who has struggled and 
sacrificed and represents the ideal 
of grace for all Catholics. Her deep, 
personal and emotional connection 
with Mary is likely the main driver 
for her visit. Additional drivers are 
the desire to teach her children 
and grandchildren about Mary and 
reconnect them with faith, and a desire 
to meet the social pressures of her 
religious community to attend this and 
similar exhibitions. Though she will 
likely attend despite this, she does not 
currently feel particularly welcomed by 
NMWA and the initial experience upon 
entering is somewhat off-putting for 
her. Lila would appreciate some extra 
programing, such as a lecture led by a 

female Catholic figure, in connection 
with the exhibition, which offers new 
and interesting information about the 
figure of Mary. Other concerns include 
offerings for her grandchildren in the 
café and gift shop and ease of parking. 
In general, Lila is capturable as long 
as NMWA “gets the message out” 
to her, introducing the exhibition to 
her in a venue that she is already 
comfortable with—if she sees reviews 
and advertisements within one of the 
periodicals she reads regularly, she will 
likely come since the actual content of 
the exhibition already meets her needs. 
Unlike the situation with non-Catholic or 
non-religious visitors, the experience of 
the exhibition is a religious experience 
for her in important ways, hence the 
importance for her of details such as 
having “reverential space” around the 
paintings and the additional offer of a 
program/lecture in connection with the 
exhibition.

Candidate Persona Interview Findings (continued)
Persona: Lila, Catholic woman (Pilgrimage)
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Print advertising for the exhibition was given the 
conversational but active headline “Meet Mary.” 

Variations of the advertising were prepared for Catholic 
and art buff target segments.

National Museum of Women in the Arts Tactical Implementation



National Museum of Women in the Arts Execution

We created ads targeting both art buffs (left) and Catholics (right). Our goal was to differentiate the NMWA 
exhibition from those of the National Gallery using the overlay of “at the women’s museum” to clarify that the 
exhibition was not at the National Gallery. After careful testing, we applied elements that personally resonated 
with each of our main targets, with different treatments and messaging. The Catholic segment focused on 
deepening your faith and the art buff segment focused on celebrity Rennaissance artist names.



National Museum of Women in the Arts Tactical Implementation

The Catholic-targeted ads featured a more subdued violator 
“at the Women’s Museum” and subhead focused on 
deepening your faith. 

Art buff ads had a more 
aggressive violator to clarify 
that this was not a National 
Gallery of Art show and a 
subhead listing the notable 
artists represented in the 
show.



National Museum of Women in the Arts Tactical Implementation

Online display and pay per click were also segmented 
by target audience.
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National Museum of Women in the Arts Tactical Implementation

In outdoor advertising the focus was placed on the 
building and immediate surroundings. 

Street-level signage was coordinated for the first time 
in the museum’s history to actively alert passersby that 
this exhibition was taking place.
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Picturing Mary obtained more than 150 placements in 
the general media, more than 50 in the Catholic media, 
as well as 900 tweets and 315 press mentions.

National Museum of Women in the Arts Results



National Museum of Women in the Arts Results

El Tiempo Latino

“Exhibit encourages viewers, religious 
and secular, to ‘Meet Mary’”

—MENACHEM WECKER,  
NATIONAL CATHOLIC REGISTER 

“‘Picturing Mary’ provides a once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity to experience 
certain paintings and sculptures that 
rarely leave Europe.”

—MARY CAROLE MCCAULEY,  
THE BALTIMORE SUN 

“If visitors to ‘Picturing Mary: Woman, 
Mother, Idea’ were to see only one 
work—Sandro Botticelli’s poetic 
Madonna of the Book—a stop at the 
National Museum of Women in the Arts 
for this special exhibition would be well 
worth the trip.”

—JUDITH H. DOBRZYNSKI,  
WALL STREET JOURNAL 

“Images of the Virgin Mary created 
over five centuries glow on the walls of 
the National Museum of Women in the 
Arts in Washington, DC”

—SUSAN STAMBERG,  
NPR



Picturing Mary achieved the highest attendance 
recorded for any show in the museum’s history, 242% 
above the institutional average for special exhibitions. 

Based on point of purchase surveys of attendees, 66% 
attributed their visit to advertising or word-of-mouth, 
and 67% of those specifically cited the advertising.

National Museum of Women in the Arts Results



“We chose Tronvig Group because they stood out as 
insightful truth-tellers. Other agencies were flashier 
or more prestigious, but Tronvig Group consistently 
delivered substantiated and effective marketing 
guidance.”

 —Susan Fisher Sterling, Director, 
National Museum of Women in the Arts
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PEN America Situation

PEN American Center was the largest and most 
influential chapter in the international sisterhood of 
PEN organizations. However, it had an ad hoc visual 
brand and we discovered a great deal of internal and 
external confusion as to what kind of organization it 
actually was and what it represented.



PEN America Situation

Original logos and web assets



PEN America Findings

There was a strong internal conflict between PEN 
America’s role as a human rights organization and 
its role as a literary organization. This was reflected 
in a bifurcated tagline: Free Expression/Literature. 
The existence of many other PEN organizations 
could be largely ignored if they asserted a position 
as the preeminent representative of the PEN brand 
in America.



PEN America Insight

1. What is PEN America?
Writers and their allies defending and celebrating free expression.

2. How does PEN America deliver value?
• Community (that treasures the power of the written word)
• Advocacy (grounded in research and analysis; mobilizing writers in 

defense of free expression for all)
• Cultural programs (highlighting the power of writers and writing to 

inspire audiences to act on their conscience)

3

4
5

2

1

Brand Pyramid Summarized



PEN America Insight

3

4
5

2

1

3. Why should I care (emotional benefits)?
People support or join PEN ...
• out of a love for books and writers.
• to make a difference.
• to celebrate or explore their own cultural background or identity.
• to be with like-minded people.
• because they feel compassion re: human rights.
• to display caché/prestige.
• to feel a sense of belonging.
• to discover something new.
• to support and defend creative expression.
• to “certify” themselves as writers.
• for tribal association.
• to engage with the world or be part of the bigger picture.
• to gain new insights into people and cultures other than their own.
• to speak truth to power.
• to not be alone.
• to connect to global issues.
• to see a specific writer.
• to be emotionally engaged.
• to associate with intellectual celebrities.
• to express their beliefs (stand in solidarity).

Donors support PEN ...
• to network.
• to be a part of the fight/join the fight.
• for educational purposes.
• to find an impulse or idea for being more creative in their own lives and work.
• to fight shoulder to shoulder and be an activist.



PEN America Insight

5. Brand Idea
The Freedom to Write

Previous concepts:
• The Conscience of Writers
• The Art and Conscience of Writers

Notes:
• The word “conscience” was not well-received by the board, who saw it 

as too focused on “overseeing” writers.
• The Freedom to Write was better received both externally and by the 

board; many felt that it could also serve as an effective tagline.

3

4
5

2

1

4. Brand Values
Credible: Meticulous, thorough, transparent, authentic, thought leaders, 
expert, trustworthy, maintaining integrity
NOT: Inflexible, elitist, stodgy / reactionary, a political tool

Conscience-driven: Diverse, compassionate, doing the right thing, 
celebrating bravery, empathetic, inclusive
NOT: Sappy, weak, dogmatic, self-righteous, doctrinaire

Creative: Cool/relevant, diverse, intellectually adventurous, innovative, 
curious, open-minded, gutsy/edgy, valuing artistic expression
NOT: Lacking substance, creativity for creativity’s sake, inaccessible

Distinctive: Best-in-class, noted for quality and originality, having 
an impact
NOT: Must be #1 in everything, impervious to our heritage, narrow, 
exclusionary



PEN America Insight

Brand Value Map with Persona Overlay
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Large 
Neither
Both 28

35 6211836

1. Established / famous writers
2. New / emerging writers
3. 

writers, directors, artists, etc.)
4. Academics who also write 

books/have identities as 
writers

5. Journalists who want to be 
part of a writers’  community/
help other writers (socially 
conscious)

6. Avid readers of literary 

7. Professors of literature / 
creative writing

8. Students of literature / 
creative writing

9. Partners in peer literary 
organizations

10. Editors and other publishing 
industry professionals

11. 
12. Bookstores
13. Human rights advocates 

(professional)/partners in peer 
human rights organizations

14. Human rights enthusiasts  
(non-professional)

15. Policymakers (US/
Washington) 

16. Policymakers (multilateral – 
e.g. UN) 

17. Think tanks and pundits
18. NYC cultural event 

consumers – middle/upper 
middle class

19. NYC cultural event consumers 
– elite

20. NYC cultural event consumers 
– aspiring (including for their 
children)

21. NYC female millenials, highly 

middle class (festival goers)
22. Latino New Yorkers
23. Asian / Asian American New 

Yorkers
24. African/ African American 

New Yorkers
25. Journalists/editors/media 

covering culture
26. Journalists/editors/media 

covering human rights or rights 
issues in countries/regions

27. Editorial Page/Op Ed editors
28. Individual donors who 

support cultural initiatives
29. Foundation donors who 

support cultural initiatives 
30. Government donors who 

support cultural initiatives
31. Individual donors who 

support human rights  
(e.g.: John Studzinski)

32. Foundation donors who 
support human rights

33. Government donors who 
support human rights

34. Individual donors who support 
community building/diversity

35. Foundation donors who 
support community building/
diversity

36. Government donors who support 
community building/diversity

37. Well-read upper middle class 
highly educated middle aged 
people

38. Wealthy people who like to be 
associated with causes (who 
like to read)

39. Professionally aspiring people 
who need to be associated 
with a cause or “charity’’

20



PEN America Solution

The development of the Brand Pyramid that codified 
their core values and unified the organization 
around a new brand idea and tagline: The Freedom 
to Write helped us standardize the organizational 
name to PEN America. This synthesized the two 
aspects of the organization around their human 
rights advocacy work. We consolidated their visual 
brand and brand system.
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PEN America Solution
OUR TAGLINE THE BRAND LAUNCHTHE BRAND MARKWHY BRANDING? OUR PROCESS PAGE -17-



PEN America Solution

588 Broadway, Suite 303
New York, NY 10012
T (212) 334-1660   
www.pen.org     

Suzanne Nossel
Executive Director

The Freedom 
to Writepen.org

snossel@pen.org

588 Broadway
Suite 303
New York, NY 10012
www.pen.org

The Freedom 
to Write

TO: The Freedom to Write www.pen.org

Tom Simpson
123 34th Street
Suite 233
New York, NY 10012
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“After Tronvig Group and GreyBox Creative presented 
the new PEN America brand identity to the full board 
of directors. It was applauded and unanimously 
approved. 

‘That was something of a miracle!’.”

 —Suzanne Nossel,  
Executive Director,  

PEN America



Luxury Big Island



Luxury Big Island Situation

Luxury Big Island was selling its features and benefits 
and did not have a clear understanding of the needs 
of it target audience. It was also selling to the general 
public instead of a clearly defined customer.



Luxury Big Island Situation

Original web assets



Luxury Big Island Insight

Through our brand diagnostic we clarified the 
primary customers from whom 80% of the business 
was derived and then built all the brand assets to 
address their needs. 



Brand Value Map with Ideal Customer & “Why” Overlay

Boutique / 
Access to owner

Approachability /
Friendliness

Expertise (scope) / 
Technology / 
Go-Getter

EB

C

D
A

True entry point

Initial Ideal Customer Personas

1 CEO/Business owner   25%

2 Successful professional/ 

   Doctor (or Physician)/Lawyer   25%

3 Retiree w/ wife (no family)   25%

4 Successful family man   25%

5 Planning for future person – Ideal persona   

 

“Why” Factors
A  Confirmation/denial of client’s research

B Am I making a good investment?

C Fear of losing money (what kind of lifestyle?) 

D Dream

E Place for their families—purely emotional purchase

 1) place with enough room for all the kids  
 2) retired – loves to play golf  
    (50% don’t get in the water)

F Escape it all (collects like-minded people)

G Broader scope of properties

Entry

A

G

A

1 2

5

4

3

F

Luxury Big Island Insight



Legend
strong factors
weaker factors

Competitive Advantage 

1. Gourmet food

2. Good wine

3. Large, beautiful mansion

4. Impress friends

5. Golf

6. Tennis

7. Spend time with family

8. Be in total control of everything/ 
    do things his own way

9. Have inside knowledge of real   
    estate issues (who has bought    
    houses around him, etc.)

10. Personal integrity/be treated   
     with respect

11. Total comfort

12. Travel

13. Stay up-to-date with financial  
      news

14. Keep working

15. Seek knowledge through  
      personal connections

16. Gossip about neighbors

17. Escape from people and outside   
      world’s influence

18. Peacefulness

19. Preserve investment/real estate  
      value

20. Have enough room for guests

21. Design house down to the last  
      detail

22. Not overspend, save every last   
      dollar

23. Amenities nearby

24. Freedom from worries

25. “Better life”

26. Be “in the middle of nowhere”

27. Easy to use website

28. Elegant looking website

29. Build something together with  
      his wife

30. Agent who is easy to reach

31. Access to all information about   
      listings

32. Make all the right business  
      decisions

33. Happy marriage

34. Excellent service from staff

35. Trust people around him

36. Website showing listings in  
      relation to golf course

37. Website that conveys agent’s  
      successfulness

38. Website that conveys that  
      his agent will truly care abut his  
      concerns 

39. An agent who is successful and  
      very knowledgeable 

40. Agent who will show as many  
      different listings as it takes

41. Absence of club politics

42. Website that gives detailed  
      context for properties

43. Website with map of locations  
      and shows what has sold 

44. Agent who is accessible at   
 any time of day/goes above and  
 beyond

MIKE’S NEEDS LBI’S OFFER

COMPETITOR’S OFFER
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Persona: Mike Meyer, Second Home Buyer  
       (Resort Home), M, 66 
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Luxury Big Island Solution

Our strategy was carried out in this case by an 
executional design partner, GreyBox Creative. This 
was the first time they experienced a 360 branding 
process and they were empowered. Coming out of 
this experience the CEO said the following about 
our collaboration:

 
We then used our insights to strategically build a 
website with features that would drive consumer 
behavor.

“Working in collaboration with Tronvig Group is not only seamless, making our part of the 

project easier and more powerful, but their contribution also allows us to achieve creatively 

what we would be unable to on our own. The word that comes to mind is transcendent.”  

—VINCENT FATATO, CEO,  

GREYBOX CREATIVE



Luxury Big Island Solution
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Luxury Big Island Results

The target persona 
that was established 
in our insight, Mike 
Meyer, turned out to be 
Starbucks CEO with a 25 
Million dollar purchase.



Luxury Big Island Results

›  Harold now started his own Brokerage �rm  
(Luxury Big Island) and receives the biggest most  
exclusive listings on the Big Island of Hawaii

$15,500,000 $13,900,000

$8,900,000

$7,500,000

$5,500,000

$4,500,000

$33,000,000

› Opened a property management division 

›  Increased the size of their team and  
hiring additional agents

BUSINESS
SUCCESS



S T R AT E G I C  B R A N D I N G  &  M A R K E T I N G

jheaton@tronviggroup.com

718.522.6326 | tronviggroup.com

50 Court Street, Suite 700 

Brooklyn, NY 11201


